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Activities conducted from Xpressionz Club 2020-21
Report on
74 Independence Day
th

15th August 2020
The 74th Independence Day was celebrated with patriotic fervour at the college grounds of
Bhavan’s Vivekananda College .This year under the backdrop of the covid pandemic situation,
all precautions were taken to maintain social distancing .
The program started with the arrival of the chief guest ,Air Cmdr( Retd), J L N Sastry, VSM ,
Vice-Chairman, Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan. He was escorted by the Principal Prof Y Ashok , Vice
Principal, B. Niraimathi , NCC cadets and Bharat Scouts & Guides unit of the college towards
the national flag .The flag hoisting was followed by a splendid march past diplay.. It is a proud
moment for every Indian to stand for the national anthem as the tricolor flutters high up in the
air.
The program started with Bhavan’s prayer . Air Cmdr( Retd), J L N Sastry addressed the
students and observed that Independence Day is a day to take a pledge and to rededicate
ourselves in the service of the nation. He reminded that in this age of science and technology
there is a need to uphold the moral and cultural values of the nation and to be ready to make
every sacrifice to protect our hard earned freedom .
Students gave inspiring speeches and sang patriotic songs to pay rich tributes to our leaders who
sacrificed their lives for the nation.There was a semi-classical dance recital by Ms Srushti nidhi
.The program ended with vote of thanks by the Vice-Principal, B Niraimathi..

Report on
Carols Singing 2020
Date: 22nd December 2020
The College organized Carols Singing on 22nd December 2020 at 3:00 pm on digital platform.
Principal, Prof Y Ashok, had been an immense support in organizing the program virtually and
encouraged student’s participation. Ms. Annie Christina B, Lecturer in English, Department of
Languages was the coordinator of the event.
The college was invited to join the program on Microsoft Teams. The students welcomed the
Principal, Vice Principal, Heads of various Departments, faculty members and students to
witness the event. Carols - ‘Mary Did You Know’, ‘Silent Night, gained momentum. The
participants, put in extra efforts to coordinate to perform on the virtual platform and to make it as
captivating and joyful as it would have been otherwise. They were looking forward to this time
of the year to perform with great fervor and enthusiasm. It was a perfect blend of the musicians
and the singers to fill the atmosphere with joy. It seemed to everyone, as if both were in the same
place. The hard work and passion of the students was evident, and their performance was
mesmerizing.
It was joyful to witness the performances. Their voices captured the hearts of the audience
bringing in the true spirit of Christmas.
The principal appreciated the efforts of the coordinator, students of the organizing committee.
The coordinator proposed the Vote of thanks.
Report on
Dr K M Munshiji’s Birthday
Date: 30th December, 2020

Kulapati Dr KM Munshiji’s birthday is celebrated every year with great zeal as a festival on the
campus. This year due to pandemic the celebration was organized on Microsoft teams live
streaming. Dr K M Munshi was a multifaceted personality- a freedom fighter, lawyer, politician,
writer an educationist and an environmentalist. He was the founder of Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan.
With the blessings of Mahatma Gandhi, Dr K M Munshi founded Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan on 7 th
November 1938 with the aim to re-integrate Indian culture in the light of modern knowledge and
to restore Bhartiya Sanskriti to its pristine glory.
The program started at 11 AM with the recitation of Bhavan's prayer. The important dignitaries
who graced the event were Air Cmde JLN Sastry, VSM Vice-Chairman, Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan;

Principal - Prof Y Ashok and Xpressionz Coordinator - Dr C Kameswari. They addressed the
student audience and paid rich tributes to Dr K Munshiji.
Miss Aparna Katekar, BBA first year student gave a comprehensive Powerpoint presentation on
the life and work of Dr KM Munshi. This was followed by a small musical programme presented
by students.
Vote of thanks was proposed by Dr Madhumita Bhattacharjee, Head, Department of Chemistry.
The programme concluded with the National Anthem.
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Report on
REPUBLIC DAY CELEBRATIONS

SNo
Particulars
1
Name of the event

Description
72 Republic day celebrations

2

Date(s) / Time

26/01/2021

3

Venue

4

In collaboration /
association with

Bhavan’s Vivekananda College of Science, Humanities
amd Commerce, SANIKPURI, Secunderabad 500084.
Bhavan’s Vivekananda college of Science , Humanities
and commerce has extended their facilities to EVS
CLUB,NCC,NSS,AND BHARATH SOUTS&GUIDES
cadets.

5

Total Number of
participants

SD- 59 , SW-53
Teachers-48 Students-30, PI STAFF-01
Total-192

6

VIP(S) PRESENT

Air Cmdr (Retd),JLN Sastry, VSM, Vice – chairman ,
Bharatiya vidya Bhavan. Principal professor Y.Ashok

7

In charges (if any)

8

Highlights

nd

TS18SWA100826 JUO AKSHITA and 2IC
TS18SDA101046 CDT D.ANIL.
(1) The parade commander was TS18SDA100107 SUO
SHAIK RIYAZ BASHA and TS18SWA100827 SUO
SHRUTI KUNDU and TS18SWA108384 UO
KARMUCH VANDANA as the 2IC’S and
TS18SDA100508 UO V.V ANIL KUMAR , Flag
bearer;TS18SDA100838 UO SYED RIYAZ the Guard
commander ,TS19SWA101095 CDT DEEPIKA ,
Contingent commander and TS18SDA100122 UO
Manmohan singh ,the adjutant of the parade, The Bharath
scouts and Guides contingent lead by E.Ramya and NSS
contingent lead by USV Shashidhar of Bsc 3rd year
(2) Students gave inspiring speeches and sang patriotic
songs to pay rich tribute to our leaders who sacrificed
their lives for the nation. Student volunteers of various

clubs to the college have made a splendid display of their
creativity with patriotic flavour in the form of rangoli.
(3) Later on there was a cultural programme by the
Expression club students and NCC cadets
The programme of music and dance enthralled the
audience and filled their hearts with pledge for the
country. This programme was jointly organized by NCC,
NSS and scouts and guides and the other clubs of the
college.
(4) Flag Retrieval took place at 4:30 PM near Vivek
Bharathi.
Escorted by four cadets
TS18SWA100826 UO J. AKSHITA
TS18SWA100821 UO G. POOJITHA
TS18SWA100825 UO D. SANDHYA
TS18SWA100819 UO SANGEETA KUMARI
Flag was retrieved by TS18SWA100827 SUO SHRUTI
KUNDU and received by TS18SDA100107 SUO SHAIK
RIYAZ BASHA.

